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In the framework of safety analysis for the Belgian nuclear power plants and for the reload
compatibility studies, Tractebel Energy Engineering (TEE) has developed, to define a
95/95 DNBR criterion, a statistical thermal design method based on the analytical full
statistical approach: the Statistical Thermal Design Procedure (STDP). In that
methodology, each DNBR value in the core assemblies is calculated with an adapted
CHF (Critical Heat Flux) correlation implemented in the sub-channel code Cobra [1] for
core thermal hydraulic analysis. The uncertainties of the correlation are represented by
the statistical parameters calculated from an experimental database. The main objective
of a sub-channel analysis is to prove that in all class 1 and class 2 situations, the
minimum DNBR (Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio) remains higher than the Safety
Analysis Limit (SAL). The SAL value is calculated from the Statistical Design Limit (SDL)
value adjusted with some penalties and deterministic factors. The search of a realistic
value for the SDL is the objective of the statistical thermal design methods. In this report,
we apply a full statistical approach to define the DNBR criterion or SDL (Statistical Design
Limit) with the strict observance of the design criteria defined in the Standard Review
Plan. The same statistical approach is used to define the expected number of rods
experiencing DNB.

Introduction

The final purpose of a DNBR calculation in a PWR core is the comparison between the
minimum value of DNBR with the 95/95 limit, i.e., the value of DNBR for which the
probability of occurrence is 5% with the 95% confidence limit. The origin of this consists in
the requirement of the U.S. NRC Standard Review Plan. SRP section 4.4 [2] specifies the
acceptance criteria for evaluation of fuel design limits. One of the criteria provides
assurance that there be at least a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the
hottest fuel rod in the core does not experience a departure from nucleate boiling (DNB)
or transition condition during normal operation or anticipated operational occurrence.
Uncertainties in the values of process parameters, core design parameters, and
calculation methods used in the assessment of thermal margin should be treated with at
least 95% probability at a 95% confidence level.

In reality, the DNBR limit to respect in the safety studies is the SAL (Safety Analysis Limit)
calculated following SAL=SDL.(1+GM).(1+AM) where GM and AM are generic and
additional margins imposed by the Belgian Safety Authorities or by the fuel or reload
characteristics (rod-bow, mixed core,...).

The Safety analysis limit or DNBR criterion must be valid for all condition I and II events.
For condition III and IV events, the DNB design targets are respectively that the expected
numbers of rods that experience DNB must be less than 5% (class III) and 10%(class IV).
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The determination of the DNBR criterion or SAL is the purpose of the thermal design
methodologies

Standard method

The standard method is based on the following principles:

• All the design parameters are taken with conservative values to reduce the DNBR.
There is 95% probability that the true value of a parameter is less conservative;

• The DNBR criterion (CL for Correlation Limit) is calculated from the critical heat flux
tests and includes only the uncertainties of the CHF correlation.

The objective is to avoid DNB with 95 % probability, so to obtain
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The first factor of (2) is a random variable coming from the experimental database on
critical heat flux tests. mc and sc are respectively defined as the sample average value
and the sample standard deviation of this variable.

CL is defined as the value of DNBR (calculated with conservative values of design
parameters) for which relation (1) is verified. Using K0Wen, the coefficient 'one side' of
Owen [3], function of the probability and confidence levels and of the degrees of freedom
corresponding to the correlation, the relation (1) gives following the normal distribution
law:

mc-CL-Ko w c n-sc-CL = l (3)

with Kowen calculated for 95 % probability and 95 % confidence level (̂ 95/95) (value greater
than 1.645 and converging to this value if the number of experimental points is infinite).

So from (3):

CL = — J (4)
m c -^95/95 ' S c

(ex. For COBRA or THINC as sub-channel TH code, CHF correlation W3 [4] gives CL=1.3
and correlation WRB1 [5] gives CL=1.17).
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In reality, the CL values as design limits of the standard method are very pessimistic
because the assumption is made in the DNBR reactor calculations that all the parameters
affecting the DNBR remain at the same time, at their more conservative values. The
probability of this occurring is naturally extremely low. However, the propagation of those
errors from the initial state to the worst time step of the transient (in terms of DNBR
margin) is not linear, and depends on each transient. It is thus not easy to determine how
the penalty which is applied on the initial state, will affect the worst conditions in term of
DNB during the transient.

Full statistical method (STDP)

Statistical Design Limit (SDL)

The full statistical method is based on the following principles:

• The design parameters introduced in the statistical combination are taken with best-
estimate values in the sub-channel code.

• The DNBR criterion (SDL for Statistical Design Limit) is calculated at the 95 %
probability and 95 % confidence level.

• The DNBR criterion includes the uncertainties of the parameters and the CHF
correlation.

is defined as the true DNBR, a random variable which contains on the one

hand, the uncertainties on the correlation and, on the other hand, the uncertainties on the
design parameters i (core inlet temperature, core power, core pressure, core by-pass
flow, reactor coolant flow rate, nuclear enthalpy factor, engineering heat factor and
engineering enthalpy factor) and other parameters affecting the DNBR (code and
transient uncertainties).

The two series of uncertainties are separated as follows:

The first ratio at the right side of that expression is the DNBR calculated by the couple
code-correlation and which depends only of the above parameters i. The central limit
theorem states that the DNBR values are distributed following a normal law whatever the
distributions of the parameters i around their mean values may be.

CHF
When all the parameters are at their mean values (best estimate), ( -)or DNBR takes

its mean value DNBR.
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The second ratio at the right side of expression (5) (measured critical heat flux divided by
predicted (code-correlation) critical heat flux) is issued from the CHF experimental
database simulating the fuel behaviour against the boiling crisis. That database consists
of a statistical population of mean mc and standard deviation sc. The true values of the
mean and standard deviation are unknown. One may indeed only consider mc and sc as
best estimated values of the population from a limited sample size normally distributed.
To be conservative, respectively low and high conservative values at 95% are chosen for
the true mean (uc) and for the true standard deviation (ac). Those values take into account
the number of degrees of freedom depending on the number of experimental points in the
database.

The equation (5) can be rewritten as follows :

DNBR CHF,
z =DNBR. , ^ (6)

DNBR CHF p
 V '

For one series of given design parameters, the first term of the equation is a constant.
The second term is a random variable with a normal distribution of mean up=1 and
standard deviation ap calculated from the sensitivities of DNBR to each design parameter
\{St) and from the parameter uncertainties. The sensitivities have to be calculated for the
final SDL value (an estimated SDL value being chosen for the first iteration).

The third factor represents also a random variable with a normal distribution of mean uc

and of standard deviation oc.
c .

z being considered as normal, it follows:
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ™ " fm7\

and

(8)

Now, z being the variable which represents the distribution of the "true" DNBR values, the
following relation is imposed by the normal distribution law:

^z-up.az = i (10)

as illustrated on figure 1

The probability of experiencing the DNB ( probability that z would be lower than 1) is
equal to 1-F(up), with F being the Gaussian cumulative distribution function (CDF). The

probability of no entry in DNB is equal to F(up).

From (7) and (10):
DNBR |J,c = l + UpCTz (11)
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and at the probability level of 95%:
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The STDP method is similar to the RTDP or Revised Thermal Design Procedure of
Westinghouse [6] but takes in a conservative way the combination of CHF correlation
uncertainty with the other parameter uncertainties.

To strictly respect the SRP 4.4 [2] and to take into account the uncertainties on the
correlation at the probability level of 95% and the confidence level of 95%, uc and ac are
conservatively calculated as follows :

Hc=mc-(|tn_]95|/n1/2)s (15)

with tn_j 95 : the Student value t at the probability level of P=95% for n-1 degrees of
freedom.

A good estimation of the Student t at P=95% for n>100 is the following [7]:

(16)

with Xn-1,95 : the Chi-square value at the probability level of P=95%.

A good estimation of the Chi-square at P=95% for n>100 is the following [7]:

^-,,95 4 / 2 ^ 3 - * ) 2 / 2 (18)

Finally, the equations (15) and (17) take the following forms:

(4(n-l)X
(19)

and

V2n-3-k .s. (20)
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with k = 1.645 at the probability level of P=95% and n representing the number of
experimental points

The STDP method is justified if [6]:

• the physical parameters can be considered as independent;

• the variation of those parameters is of low amplitude;

• the sensitivity coefficients are considered as constant in the region of SDL application.

With this method, two SDL criteria can be calculated, one for the typical cell and one for
the thimble cell near the hottest fuel rod in the core.

Safety Analysis Limit and Belgian licensing authorities

In reality, the DNBR limit to respect in the safety studies is the SAL (Safety Analysis Limit)
calculated following SAL=SDL(1+GM).(1+AM) where GM and AM are generic and
additional margins imposed by the Belgian Safety Authorities or by the fuel or reload
characteristics (rod-bow, mixed core,...).

Any application in Belgium of a statistical thermal design procedure must be performed in
agreement with the Belgian specific licensing environment:

• the uncertainties on the core flow rate and core bypass fraction have to be treated
deterministically;

• the uncertainties on power, inlet temperature and pressure must be described with
uniform probability distributions;

• the rod bow penalty on DNB is calculated with its uncertainty by a deterministic
approach and added to the SDL criterion in a deterministic way ; for design studies, a
minimum rod bow penalty is required ;

• for statistical design methods like the STDP where the CHF correlation uncertainty is
combined with the other parameters in a statistical way, the Belgian Authorities
require a generic margin and an additional margin for unknown phenomena.

The SAL is obtained as follows :

SAL=SDL*(1+GM)*(1+AM)

With generic margin GM

additional margin AM = unknown phenomena + rod bow penalty + mixed core
penalty + ....

The Belgian Safety Authorities impose that the DNBR respects the SAL criterion for any
class II transients.

The gain in DNBR margin achieved using a statistical method can be recognised on figure
2 with or without the added penalties
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SDL design state points and sensitivity coefficients

The use of the statistical method imposes to determine for each study the sensitivity of
the DNBR to the parameters statistically combined (S-, in (14))

The sensitivity coefficients are determined for each design state point concerned by the
PWR safety analysis. As specified above, the DNBR limit has to cover the condition I and
II events. Therefore, one has to set up a range of state points which cover various
operating conditions corresponding to these events. The normally used cases are the
nominal conditions, the high and low safety analysis values of system pressure and
power. Two class II events, the rod drop and the loss of flow, are usually also retained.
But whatever the choice is, it must cover the range of application of the SDL criterion [8].

The determination of the sensitivity coefficients are described in ref. [10]. They are
calculated with the core sub-channel code following a linear regression on the natural
logarithms of the DNBR versus the natural logarithms of the combination concerned
parameters as the outlet pressure, the inlet temperature, the core power and the hot
channel parameters.

In the statistical method, the regions near the core thermal limits are observed. The
sensitivity coefficients are chosen at those places where they take their highest values
and lead consequently to the highest SDL criterion.

Thus for each chosen state point, an initial SDL value has to be estimated. Afterwards
one state point parameter will have its value changed until this state point results in a
DNBR value close enough to the estimated SDL value.

Finally, the highest value of SDL is retained as DNBR statistical design limit.

Comparison of STDP and other methods

The gain in DNBR margin obtained with STDP compared to the standard method is
evident. The STDP results are very similar to the ones found with other full analytical
methods. The differences can be explained by the respective approaches of the
combination of correlation uncertainties and parameter uncertainties. In our conservative
approach, the strict respecting of the SRP 4.4 criteria by the STDP results in slightly
higher values of SDL (0.1 to 1% more conservative).

TEE has developed a Monte Carlo method (MTDP:MC Thermal Design Procedure) which
also takes into account the mean and standard deviation distributions of the correlation
parameters in the generation of MC points [8]. The comparison between STDP and
MTDP gave the following result for reactor 3 loop 900 MW PWR, calculated with COBRA
and the W3 CHF correlation: the MTDP methodology yields reduction of SDL values with
a maximum of 2.7%. The TEE STDP COBRA methodology is also compatible with the
Framatome MSG FLICA methodology used in some Belgian projects [9].

The difference of DNBR limit criteria between STDP and the MC methods are in good
agreement with the conclusion of [6]. The simplified analytical methodology yields
essentially the same value (within 1 to 2%) of the SDL as that obtained when using the
more sophisticated MC process.
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Number of fuel rods in DNB : an application of the STDP

The SAL obtained by the STDP is used for class 1 and 2 events to ensure that the hottest
fuel rod in the core does not experience DNB at the 95% probability and 95% confidence
levels.

For events of class 3 and 4, the DNB design target consists of a maximum percentage of
fuel rods in the core experiencing DNB during the transient. That percentage is set at 5%
for an accident of class 3, and at 10% for an accident of class 4.

The STDP can also be applied for these events.

Phases of the calculation

Five phases can be distinguished:

1. First of all, the time-dependent evolution of DNBR has to be calculated for the
transient event calculated with a system TH code as RELAP 5. Further calculations
will use the operating conditions resulting in the minimal DNBR.

2. Secondly, the distribution of the fuel rods as a function of their relative power in the
core is established.

3. For the point with the minimal DNBR found in step 1 (on the hottest fuel rod), a DNBR
is calculated for each fuel rod and thus for each power level or each part of the core.

4. Next, based on the STDP, a probability to experience DNB at a 95% confidence level
is related to each DNBR obtained in step 3.

5. Combination of the last two phases gives a probability distribution to experience DNB
as a function of the power level. Coupling with the number of fuel rods at each power
level results in the expected number of rods in DNB.

Fuel rod census (step 2)

The fuel rod census is defined as a function of the power relatively to the hottest rod (from
0 to 1). It is the percentage of rods in the core with power higher than a given value. That
curve is represented on figure 3 and it verifies the two following properties:

- Its slope is necessary negative or zero by definition.

- To conserve the core power, the integral under the curve must always equal
100/FAH with FAH (nuclear enthalpy factor) being the power of the hottest rod
relatively to the mean power of the rods in the core.

The fuel rod census is determined from neutronic core calculations. Thanks to this fuel
rod census, we are now able to calculate the number of rods present in each FAH domain
defined in step 3.



Calculation of DNBR for each rod in the core (step 3)

At the more penalising time of the transient, the state parameters and the corresponding
DNBR are known after the first step. Up to now, only the DNBR of the hottest rod is
known.

The DNBR for each radial part of the core must be calculated, and for that, several
COBRA calculations are performed with different nuclear FAH from the maximum value of
the hottest rod to lower values, with step variation of 0.01. The hypothesis is made that
the DNBR calculated in those conditions (for the hottest rod with reduced FAH) represents
the DNBR of parts of the core characterised by the reduced FAH values.

The FAH is no longer reduced if the DNBR becomes greater than the safety limit and if
the probability associated with the DNBR increased value becomes very low (the number
of rods experiencing DNB in the zone is negligible in comparison with the total number of
rods in the core).

Probability to experience DNB (step 4)

The objective of a full statistical method is to determine an SDL value for DNBR in
equation (12) to obtain 95% probability of avoiding DNB phenomenon.

Here, the objective is to determine the probability to experience DNB for a particular value
of DNBR (or DNBR in step 3, function of the state point and of the radial location of each
fuel rod in the core).

Using the full statistical method, relations (7) and (10). give :

(u -1) DNBR.^-1 ^c-1/DNBR ^c -1/DNBR . . . .
u = - ^ '- = — ^ = c = - = •*-£ ( 2 1 )

az CTZ a/DNBR Hc <VK

where oz/Uz must be determined for each FAH or each part of the core (for more
accuracy). At each DNBR corresponds a value of az/uz.

It can be verified that for an up of 1.645 (95 % probability level), the relation (21) gives
DNBR = SDL.

As a consequence of the Belgian Safety Authorities stipulation to respect the SAL for all
class II transients, in practice the following relation is used :

(l + GM)/DNBR

It can be verified that for an up of 1.645 (95 % probability level), the relation (22) gives
DNBR = SAL.
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Conclusion

TEE's statistical thermal design procedure strictly respects the design criteria of the SRP.
The STDP is less conservative than the standard method and equivalent or slightly more
conservative than the Monte-Carlo approaches. The STDP can be applied, on the one
hand, to the evaluation of the thermal safety margin (margin=(DNBR-SAL)/SAL) of PWR's
for class 1 and 2 events, and, on the other hand, to the calculation of the number of rods
experiencing DNB for class 3 and 4 events.

Nomenclature

Capital letters

AM : Additional Margin (used from SDL to SAL)

CHF : critical heat flux (kW/m^)

CHFM : critical heat flux measured by tests (kW/m^)

CHFp : critical heat flux predicted by the sub-channel TH code and CHF correlation

CL : correlation limit (used in standard method)

COBRA: core sub-channel code

DNB : Departure from nucleate boiling

CHF
DNBR : ratio calculated by the sub-channel TH code and the CHF correlation ; DNBR is a

O
random variable due to the uncertainties on the design parameters (power, temperature,
pressure, flow, FAH)

D N B R : average value of DNBR calculated with the average (best-estimate) value of the design
parameters

F(up): Gaussian cumulative distribution function

FAH : Nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor

FLICA Framatome core sub-channel code

GM : Generic Margin (used from SDL to SAL)

Kowcn: Owen's one side tolerance limit factor

K95/95.: Owen's factor for a probability of 95% at a confidence level of 95%

MC: Monte-Carlo method

MTDP : Monte-Carlo Thermal Design Procedure

MSG : acronym for "Methode statistique generalisee" (Generalised statistical method)

PWR : Pressurised Water Reactor

RTDP : Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Westinghouse)

S|: Sensitivity coefficient of DNBR to parameter i

SAL: "Safety Analysis Limit" = SDL * (1+AM) * (1+GM) which has to be respected by DNBR (as
imposed by the safety authorities) for any class II transient.
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SDL: "Statistical Design Limit" value of DNBR to avoid DNB with 95 % probability and 95%

confidence level

SRP : Standard Review Plan

STDP : Statistical Thermal Design Procedure

TH: Thermal-hydraulic

THINC : Westinghouse core sub-channel code

W3: CHF correlation

WRB1 : Westinghouse CHF correlation

Small letters

CFTF
mc: average — value of the experimental database sample

CHFp
n : Number of CHF test points or value of C H F M

DNRR
p : random variable = = = varying with design parameters and having 1 as average value

DNBR
CHF

s • standard deviation of the experimental database sample
CHFp

tn_{ 95: Student's t at the probability level of 95% for n degrees of freedom

u : random variable following the standard normal law

CHF
z : random variable representing the real DNBR ( — ) varying with the uncertainties on

O
design parameters and with the uncertainties on CHF prediction

CHFM
Hc: low conservative value representing the average value of the random variable

CHFp

jli: mean value of the parameter i

ju : mean of variable p (jJ, =1 in the STDP method)

fj.z: mean of variable z in the STDP method

ac: high conservative value representing the standard deviation of the random variable

CHFp '

ai: standard deviation of the parameter i

<y : standard deviation of the variable p

oz: standard deviation of the variable z defining the true DNBR in the STDP method

O : heat flux at the surface of a fuel rod (kW/m2)
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%l-\ 95 • Chi-Square at the probability level of 95% for n degrees of freedom
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Figure 1 : STDP - Real DNBR distribution at the SDL limit
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Figure 2 : DNBR margin - Comparison between the standard and statistical approaches
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Figure 3 : Example of fuel rod census


